
Chelsea news and transfers live: Bakayoko to 
return, Dembele talks, £50m Rudiger 
replacement
 Hello and welcome to football.london's live Chelsea blog on Sunday!

The Blues left the Brentford Community Stadium with a vital 1-0 victory over the high flying Bees 
courtesy of Ben Chilwell's first-half strike.

But it was Edouard Mendy who stole the headlines with his immaculate performance between the 
sticks to thwart Leicester on six different occasions- that including a wonderful save to stop an injury-
time overhead kick equaliser.

Liverpool had gone top of the Premier League with their emphatic 5-0 win against Watford earlier on in
the day but the European Champions showed a different side to them with their resilient victory in the 
capital to move back to the summit.

This being without Antonio Rudiger and Thiago Silva who missed out for different reasons.

Their misfortunes presented Malang Sarr with his opportunity to shine in their absence and that he did 
as he was part of a back three that kept the dangerous Ivan Toney and Bryan Mbeumo under control for
the large majority of the 90 minutes.

Post-match, the focus was all on Chilwell, Mendy and Sarr as they were the key trio to the win for the 
Blue half of west London.

Off the pitch, the transfer talk and speculation continued with Eden Hazard amongst others touted to a 
possible mid-season Stamford Bridge move.

With that in mind, we will continue to bring you all the latest transfer news surrounding Chelsea and 
the rest of the reaction to important Brentford victory.
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